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• Crop production on the High Plains involves more notill 
management and more cropping intensity today.  
Consequently, more acres of wheat are planted every year in 
less than ideal conditions (as compared to traditional fallow 
wheat).

• Specifically, wheat is often grown behind wheat, soybeans 
and corn today and often these rotations involve more 
challenges and sometimes result in delayed wheat 
emergence, sometimes delayed all the way through the 
spring.

• The longer wheat germination and emergence is delayed, the 
higher the probability of stand loss due to seed loss from soil 
pathogens

Project Questions & Goals

• Most University research suggests that certified seed 
varieties and seed treatments typically increase yield 
enough to pay for themselves on average.

• For this project we are evaluating four different seed 
options 

1. Straight bin run Tam111 (cleaned)
2. Certified Tam111
3. Certified Tam111 with Awaken ST seed treatment
4. Certified Tam111 with Dividend seed treatment

Project Thoughts

Straight bin run Tam111
– Traditional approach, germ tested in house, cleaned

Certified Tam111
– Becoming more common to use certified seed

Certified Tam111 with Awaken ST seed treatment
– Awaken ST is considered a micro-nutrient so no pesticide label
– “stimulates” root development

Certified Tam111 with Dividend seed treatment
– Fungicide treatment



Methods

• Bin run wheat came from Kastens Inc. Farms while the 
other three versions were purchased from a licensed seed 
dealer.

• Wheat seed was then planted using a JD 1890 drill

• As-Planted data and yield monitor data was collected with 
JD GreenStar 2 systems 

• Areas of applied / not applied were evaluated using 
MapInfo software package and internal pre-processing 
algorithms (like MPGM).  Final analyses were run in Excel.

Field Location & Plot Details

• Field was located in central Rawlins County, KS
• 2010 crop on this field was Field Peas

• After pea harvest in 2010, this area suffered extreme water 
deficit conditions until may of 2011.

• Consequently, yields were suppressed at this location in 
2011

Procedure

Procedure Procedure



Analysis

Yield (bu/ac) Tam 111 Tam 111C AWST Tam 111C DivXT Tam 111C

No Headland 36.28 34.46 37.26 34.95

Conclusions

• Not a lot of difference between treatments

• Bin run, cleaned and untreated Tam111 had higher yields 
than either the Certified Tam111 and the Certified Tam111 
treated with Awaken ST.

• Only the Certified Tam111 treated with Dividend Extreme 
had higher yields, but by less than one bushel per acre.

• I expected to see more yield variation between treatments 
especially in the presence of very challenging growing 
conditions in 2011.  

Conclusions

• Perhaps more yield advantages would have been 
accomplished in a high yielding environment.

• This is our second research effort looking at seed 
treatments and neither were very compelling

• Perhaps our long notill rotations (wheat, corn, milo, peas) 
suppresses  many of the problems addressed by seed 
treatments.

• In the case of Certified vs Bin-Run.  
• A very sharp wheat grower told me in conversation:  

“Why would you assume that XXX wheat seed grower 
down the road does a better job than you do in growing 
quality wheat seed!”

Conclusions

• Probably need to continue to evaluate this since published 
research still supports both the use of certified wheat and 
seed treatments.

Questions?

Thanks to the KARTA group for funding this project


